Why Automation For Digital Transformation?

Top 2 reasons for automating

Impossible to manage tasks manually due to scale and complexity
20% of processes will not require human intervention by 2020.

Rapidly changing business demands
70% of companies in top quartile of organizational health are agile.

Automation Propels Digital Transformation

Why Cisco for Automation

Automates more parts of your business than anyone else

Fastest private and hybrid cloud deployment
Cisco CliQr deploys applications in 30+ clouds with a single click.

End to end security and IoT lifecycle automation
Cisco Jasper automates the activation, provisioning, security and management of millions of IoT devices across 100+ providers.

Zero touch deployment for branches and cloud
Cisco DNA deploys 100s of new branches and manages changes within minutes.

“With Cisco infrastructure, we can deliver high-availability solutions with industry-leading uptime.”
Pat O’Day, CTO, Bluelock

To learn more about how Cisco can help you, visit www.cisco.com/go/digital #CiscoDigital